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Welcome
This Phone Holder suits for Mi Electric Scooter, Ninebot KickScooter,
and other short-distance transportation with handlebar diameter of
18~36 mm. It is suitable for most phones with screen size ranging from
4.7 to 6.5 inches.
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2 Installation
Take out thick anti-slip rubber pad first and only install ball shaft buckle
on the Ninebot Kickscooter.
Take the following installation on the Mi Electric Scooter as an example.
1

Unscrew adjustment nut and place it on ball shaft, and connect
the ball shaft buckle with the tail of holder clamping device.
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2

Attach the phone holder to the handlebar and adjust it to the
proper position.

3

Rotate hand screw to the slot of buckle and tighten hand screw,
adjust the phone holder to the appropriate angle, and tighten
adjustment nut.

3 Precautions
1.You need to turn off the scooter first before installing the phone holder.
2.Both thick anti-slip rubber pad and thin anti-slip rubber pad are to be
installed on the Mi Electric Scooter while only thin anti-slip rubber pad is
required on Ninebot Kickscooter.
3.Do not use your mobile phone when riding an electric scooter or other
short-distance transportation.

4 Specifications
Product

Phone Holder

Brand

Ninebot

Model

SR-168

Size

140 × 70 × 98 mm

Weight

101 g

Material

ABS & TPU & PP

Color

Black

5 After-sale Service
This is the manufacturers limited warranty (“Limited Warranty”) for the
Phone Holder (“Product”) for consumers in Europe, Asia, the Americas
and Africa (“Territory”). This Limited Warranty describes the service
available to you in the event your Product requires warranty service, and
you may have additional protections under your local laws.
This Limited Warranty is an additional warranty, that does not in any way
affect or limit the statutory rights you may have as a consumer, for
example with respect to conformity. This sheet and the original

purchase receipt for the purchase of your Product are the documents
defining the Limited Warranty. Please retain this document and the original
purchase receipt to preserve your warranty service.
1. Within 14 days of purchasing, the customer can return the product
without any reason but the customer needs to bare the return costs.
2. If the product displays the functional error, the customer can do as
below.
Service type
Return

Exchange

Service policy
Within 14 days of purchasing, starting from the next day of the
signature, the product can be returned with quality issues.
Within 14 days of purchasing, starting from the next day of the
signature, the product can be exchanged with quality issues.

Product error list
Functional error
Phone Holder

New products with broken or defects

Friendly reminder: packaging box is used to ensure the product condition
during transportation, please keep the packaging box for 14 days since the
date of purchase.
Not covered
1. Repaired by unauthorized retailer, misuse, bump, neglect, abuse, leakage,
accident, alteration and incorrect use of the product and its accessories, or
tear, alteration the security tag.
2. Exceed the warranty period.
3. Force majeure damage.
4. Not comply with the functional error listed in the table above.
5. Damages caused by man-made reason.

